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1 Survival & coping

2 System change





Time for a new system?



Unsafe 
growth



‘The experience of recent years has shown us that climate 
change & extreme weather events have already impacted 
many aspects of our environment & our society, including:
• buildings & property
• health 
• Agriculture
• Forestry
• Transport
• water resources & 
• energy demand’
- Adaptation Scotland







An 
unevenly 
shared 
harvest





How are the ‘fundamentals’ in Scotland?

•Top 1% more wealth than bottom 50%*

•1mn in poverty*

•Rising in-work poverty

•Rising suicide▵

•CAS (survey respondents): 21% day with no 
food b/c lack of funds

*Scottish Gov 2018; 2017; ▵ IDS





Growth 
that 

hurts



Yes progress:
• Mothers & babies surviving
• Diseases eradicated
• Life expectancy rising
• Illiteracy falling

But if & when…



So what’s going on?

Growth-based 
economies losing 
their relevance….?



Not amongst politicians…
• Want to boost growth rates to 2.8% a year – Savid Javid prior to 

Brexit 

• “[Human rights are] not one of our top priorities...prosperity agenda 
is further up the list” – Sir Simon McDonald (Head of UK Diplomatic 
Service)

• “…deregulating, lowering taxes & supporting free-market 
policies…the soaring Trump economy is here to stay” – Trump team

• “biggest infrastructure investment in a generation…preparing for 
climate change & helping to grow the economy” – Grant Robertson, 
Finance Minister of NZ

• “This Budget will support growth in our economy…must also build a 
wellbeing economy –values growth but which strives to be inclusive 
& fair” – Kate Forbes



“We won’t engage in 
reckless job-destroying 
& economy-crunching 
[environmental] 
targets” 
– Australian PM Scott 
Morrison



We need to be fair weather 
friends of growth

not
its ever-faithful followers…



1: Diminishing marginal 
returns







2: Failure demand 
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3: Pseudo 
satisfiers
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People know things need to change (Edelman 2020):

• Majority in every developed market believe 
won’t be better off in 5yrs

• Over half (globally) believe capitalism doing 
more harm than good

• Growing sense of inequity & unfairness: 
institutions increasingly serve interests of 
the few



‘There should be celebration of the 
remarkable progress that enabled 
many…to reach min standards of human 
development. 

- UN Development Report, 2019

…But continuing the policies that led 
to these successes alone is 
insufficient’





Instead?

Recognise the possibility of Arrival….

Need now to make ourselves at home:

by building a wellbeing economy









Common values

Fundamental needs



= core 
elements



Building an economy in service of these needs?



Geels, 2002





Getting the economy to do more of 
the heavy lifting

Via predistribution, 
foundational economy, 
full cost accounting 
etc



From relying on 
fixing, healing & 

redistributing

to 
getting it right 

in the first place





Homes & housing

From:

•Uninsulated & 
energy inefficient

• Rationed by price

•Used as 
investment 
devices by rentiers

To:
•Sustainable design
•Co-housing
•More publicly & 
community-owned



Work, in-work poverty & earnings

From:
• In-work tax credits 
• Large gaps 

between highest & 
lowest paid
• Specialization & 

atomization
•Workers ‘just in 

time inventory’ & a 
cost to be reduced

To:
• Workers treated as human beings
• Purposeful jobs, tasks shared, 

autonomy devolved, scope to follow 
through

• Work shared = equality & time for 
other activities 

• Workers owning the business = share of 
value they create

• Wages better reflect social value + 
lower ratio between highest & lowest 
paid



Mental health in the workplace

From:

• Reliance on individual 
coping strategies without 
attending to design of jobs 
& causes of stress

• Employees treated as ‘on-
demand’ disposable 
inputs: costs to be 
minimised

• Culture of hierarchy & 
overwork

To:

• Jobs designed to deliver 
autonomy, control, relatedness 
& sense of purpose

•Task rotation, ability to see a 
process through, effort 
rewarded

•Sufficient & secure income & 
hours



Mindsets

From:

• There is no 
alternative to 
business as usual

To:

• Thousands of alternatives exist

• It’s in our power to design 
economies differently

• Economies should have human & 
environmental wellbeing as their 
goal



Chinks of light:  
pioneers 

& prototypes?



Better work
Better businesses
Greener cities



Collaborative and
Circular economy

Credit: Islayinfo.com







7 tips for a wellbeing economy: the WE approach

1. Lean on incentives

2. Surf silos

3. Take shifting costs seriously

4. Sequencing matters – so get it right

5. Be lazy. But not stupid

6. Recognise when the job is done

7. Go with the grain of human nature: not what 
advertisers want it to be



Moments 
of 

change
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Thank you!

wellbeingeconomy.org


